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Algae Guard is a time-release biocide 
eective against the growth of fungi, 
mildew, slime, algae, and odor causing 
bacteria*

•Time-Release Biocide
•Water Activated
•Continual Cleaning
•Non-Dissolving Polymer Core
•Long Lasting Coverage
•Eliminates Odors

Algae Guard is a preventative treatment 
that’s easy to use. Place the strip in the 
drain pan, and it does all the work.

When water contacts the strip, 
non-dissolving Algae Guard releases a 
small amount of biocide that continually 
cleans pans and drain lines

Algae Guard eectively prevents buildup, 
clogging, overflows, and odors too.

Algae Guard is available in over a dozen 
tonnage based sizes, for accurate 
cleaning strength.

Each Algae Gaurd strip lasts for 3 to 6 
months, depending on size.

For Use in the Drain Pans of:
•AC units
•Coolers
•Refrigerators
•Ice Machines
•Overhead Air Units**

Controlled Release Technologies
1016 Industry Drive
Shelby, NC, 28152

cs@cleanac.com
(800)766-9057
www.cleanac.com

*This Product is only effective against odors and discoloration due 
to the staining only by bacteria and other microorganisms. This 
product is not effective against public health organisms that cause 
diseases. 

**Not for use in liebert units
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Technical Data
Performance

Algae Guard is a polymer core strip covered by a blue knit enclosure. When 
the strip encounters water, it releases biocide that keeps pans and drain lines 
clean. During points when no water is present, the strip retains its 
ingredients.

Algae Guard is size by tonnage

•”R” type will keep a pan clean for 3 months
•”H” type will keeps a pan clean for 6 months
“Commercial Size” will keeps a pan clean for 3 months

Algae Guard

•Stops microbial growth and keeps pans clean
•Keeps drain lines clear and water flowing freely
•Eliminates Overflows
•C10 Corrosion inhibitor: helps slow the corrosive eects of harsh water
•Controls Odors
•32% Biocide•32% Biocide
•18% other ingredients: blending of wetting agents, surfactants, detergents, 
and corrosion inhibitor
•Non-dissolving, leaves no chemical residue in the pan
•Non-volatile, will not travel throught the air stream

Physical characteristics
The thin long strip design of Algae Guard covers a greater portion of the surface area, 
aiding in the distribution of biocide to the entire pan. The design also makes it easy to fit 
in tight places. It remains the same size and weight in water, which keeps it from floating 
away. The bright knit enclosure keeps the polymer core intact and visible for easy 
removal.


